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This week we have been thinking about how our actions create ripples;
ripples those that have a positive impact
and those which may create a negative impact. Our Ethos Statements really are making the children think
about their actions and the world around them.
The children have such fantastic characters – I really feel like I’m getting to know them now and love
popping in to each class as I walk around to say good morning or good afternoon
afternoon. I am certainly giving out
lots of sparkly Headteacher stickers!
The local police force is starting a new initiative launching to support
village
illage schools with traffic awareness and safety. Sometime in
October, our school will be launching the initiative and taking part in an
exciting week alongside the police. They will be coming into the school
and interacting with the pupils and getting them
m to design a flyer about
parking problems; they
hey will bring literature home to parents. It will also
involve interacting with the children, parents and residents on a
morning and after school with the help of our little police people who will be chosen to wear
high-viz
viz vests nearer the time.

There are few housekeeping messages this week:
week
Firstly, the World UCI Cycling championships are happening next week. How
exciting! It has been hard to predict the impact but from the informati
information
presented to us,
us may I please reiterate that understand that there may be
some delays to your journey. Breakfast Club space is available should
children need to be dropped off earlier than usual. Where other foreseeable
delays or difficulties may arise for individual families, children may be collected earlier in the
school day – ideally after their afternoon registration mark – to make the situation more
manageable.
Volunteer Readers – would you be interested in coming into school each week to listen to our
children read? If so, please
lease contact Suzanne in the school office.

FROGS, the Goldsborough PTA, are holding a Macmillan Coffee
Afternoon from 2pm on Wednesday 2nd October. It is such a worthy cause
and one close to many of our hearts. Please join us for a slice of cake and
a hot drink to raise some money.

Next week we will continue to think about the theme of Kindness while linking to the idea of
Creation and how we can create
create good things for ourselves and others.
Our Ethos Statement is:

Miss Pickard

